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Report the structures are des

to assure that safe shutdown

of the reactor can be achieved consid
possible damage to
of short-term

the effects of

structures ,,,hen subj ected to the forces
load

up to 300 mph.

This des

basis is interpreted to mean that the reactor pr

system as

described in Section IV 2.0 of the Plant Design and Analysis
Report, and componer:.ts which directly affect the ultimate safe
shutdown of the plant are located either under the protection
of reinforced concrete or are located

)
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The technical literature provides little information on the
wind velocities within a tornado, and the selection of 300 mph
as a design value is arbitrary.
.
d a pu b ~lcatlon
•
(1)
1 •
lssue

l'

W~lC

The U.S. Weather Bureau has

h s t a t es:

is k:1Q1",-1 to have resulted to a

"No structural

reinforced concrete building in a tornado".

A most important design and safeguards consideration is the
level to evaluate.

question of what

Recognition is

given to the fact that superstructure damage could be incurred
to the reactor

, turbine building, storage tanks, and

incoming power lines without affect

the ab:llity to shutdown

the reactor and to maintain integrity of containment and certain
and follmving a tornado 1;vhich might

heat removal systems dUT
traverse the site.
not expected,

Simu 1.taneous

to all of these items is

yet as a design

the power plant may be

safely shutdovTrl and maintained in a safe shutdOl-Tn condition "lith
the loss of all such superficial
Those

ite~ns

of

or syst

located either underground

or within the protection of the reinforced concrete include the
follmdng:
Primary Containment and Isolation Valves
Reactor Primary System
Shutdown Heat Exchangers
Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Equipment
Standby Liquid Control System
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
High Pressure Coolant Injection System
Low Pressure Coolant Injection System
Core Spray Systems
Shutdown-Containment Spray System
Service Hater System
Station Battery
Diesel Generator

Electrical Controls and Instrumentation for Above Systems Control Roorr
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Although the des

basis wind is arbitrarily established at

300 mph, the actual design of the concrete structures is governed
by the seismic considerations.

Therefore, the IS-inch thick

concrete panels of the reactor building are capable of resisting
winds in excess of 400 mph within normal allowable stresses and in
excess of 600 mph within yield.
The capability of the concrete building panels to resist missiles
/

has been inventigated.

A utility pole (35' long x'14" diam.) striking

the center of an IS-inch thick

\

It will cause local concrete cracking.

ressively

\""

.

,//

at 150 mph will-not penetrate.
Above this velocity, prog-

yielding of the reinforcing bars will occur,

penetration could occur at a velocity of about 200 mph.

It should

be noted that it is difficult to postulate the vectorial forces
I

necessary to accelerate this missile to the velocities discussed.
A one-ton missile, such as a compact-type automobile

travelin~

at

100 mph will not penetrate the concrete, with no credit being taken
for energy absorption of crushing the vehicle.

However, at

of 150 mph, portions of the vehicle (engine) may be capable of
penetration.

Therefore, the station has been designed ",ith sufficient capability
to maintain a safe shutdmvn condition for prolonged periods.
REFERENCES

(l)Gilbertson, V.C. 'and Hagenau, E.F., "Tornadoes,"
AlA Technical Reference Guide, TRG 13-2, U.S. Heather Bureau.

b.

to acco:nmodate tornado

The reactor buildi.ng v!alls have beer:: des
'winds of 300 i!;PH.
comprised of

1'_6"

the secondary containment are

The 1;,'alls '"hieh

and 3'_0" thick reinforced concrete walls.
cvntainment is achieved by the

protection for the

crete shielding walls surrounding the drYl'fell.
des

does not exceed the e
quake design governs.

Additional

6'-6"

thick con-

The wind design, hm'lever,

requirements, therefore the earth-

Since the earthquake design governs" the wall

CE'A'1

accommodate tornado wi:r:ds up to 500 YLPH without exceeding normal stresses
for 4000# per sq. in. concrete.

P~l

necess

is housed vii thin these walls.

shutdo\'in of this

for the safe
The walls were also

by a tornado.

analyzed for the effect of missiles

The capability

of the wall to withst8J1d these loading conditions is described in section
B. 1. c.
/

c.

The ultimate caoabi lity of the reac:Jor 'walls to withstand a tOll1ado wind is
~

~

At this

based on allowing the reinforcing steel to approach yield stress.
point, the I'1al1s can accormnoda,te a wind velocity

500

We have considered hlO types of missiles that could bs

by,a

(1) A utility pole 35' _0" long with a butt cii81neter Of/13;; and a
I
unit weight of 501l/ft. 3
a velocity of 150 MPH.
(2) A l-ton
s with

, tornado.

a velocity of 100 MPH with a ccntact area of 25 sq. ft.
The walls were

for the effect of these missiles; the

based on ultimate stresses.

s was

The telephone pole was considered to have a

perpendicular inciderice at mid point of a Viall panel.

Upon impact of the

pole on the wall compression '/Javes are transmitted to the opposite face of
the struck Hall (Viith a velocity equal to that of sound in reinforced concrete).

These Haves are reflected as tension ,laves.

Based on this phenor:l-

enon, the projectile "",ill pierce the l' _6" Viall without the wall attempting
to stop it by its bending resistance.

The remainder of the panel may

develop crac>.s but in essence would remain structurally sound.

For the

3 -0" wall and cohunn section, the effect of the utility pole projectile
1

would be different.

The analysis reveals that a local failure would occur.

The nature of the failure would be a deflection of the wall causing cracks
and concrete spalling,

hO'~'ever

this would not impair the structural
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stability of the entire structure.

The effect of a one-ton mass with a

veloci ty of 100 MPH striking the reactor '1.'8.11s "JOuld be the sacr;e as that
for the utility pole hitting the 3' -0" thick viall and colur1l11 section.

d.

The mean recurrence interval for a tornado striking the Quad-Cities
site has been evaluated to be of the order of 500 to 700 years.

The

reactor will normally operate in excess of a year between refueling
outages and these outages should be between two and three weeks in
duration.

The mean occurrence frequency of a tornado at the site during

a refueling outage may therefore, be estilJlated at

10,000

years.
/

If a tornado were to strike the reactor building, it has been calculated

that damage would result to the structure above the operating floor.
The reactor building superstructure

sj~

is designed to

e

up to 170 rrPH wind velocity equivalent to a pressure of 75 psf.
this design veloc
the refueling floor.

is exceeded, the sid

will blow off

\~1hen

and expose

The structural steel frame will withstand the

force of a 300 MPH wind and at this point the steel will be at yield
stress.

The reinforced concrete structure would not fail.

The reactor

building and standby gas treatment system would probably be rendered
ineffective for fission product retention and elevated release.

During the refueling operation, the primary containment and primary
system are separated from the secondary containment by the large volume
of water above the reactor vessel and drytvell.

If a tornado "Jere to

strike with these systems open, the greatest hazard appears to be associated with objects being blOim into the reactor vessel or fuel storage
pool which could result in fuel damage.

The general arrangement for storage of equipment during refueling is as
shmm on Figure 27 of the PD &A Report.
normally would be refueled separately.

It is planned that the reactors
Therefore, at anyone time only

half of the equipment and facilities shown would be stored on the floor.
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Exceptions to this are the refueling servicing toois which are common
to refueling functions for both reactors.

The following material is presented to show the possible extreme effects
of a 300 mph wind on some of the more obvious items.

A 300 mph wind will produce a velocity pressure of approximately 230
psf.
The reactor vessel head will provide a horizontal projected area of
approximately 200 square feet.

The side-on loading with ,a shape coeff-

icient of 0.60 (hemispherical) results in a total horizontal force of
approximately 14 tons.

The vessel head weighs approximately 100 tons

so that frictional forces should prevent movement.
held on three (3) brackets on the

floor~

The vessel head is

each of which is capable of
I

developing a lateral resistance of at least 25 tons.
W01lld

The vessel head

not move.

The drY"Jell head ,viII provide a horizontal proj acted area of approximately 450 square feet.

The total horizontal force resulting fro;n a

300 !llph wind will be approximately 36 tons.

This assembly

~veighs

approximately 65 tons so that friction alone may not prevent movement.
The drY"lell head \vill be located to

this potent ial movement.

The spent fuel shipping cask will be located in the decontanUnation area
after withdrm'7a1 from the pool.

In this location, it is possible that

the tornado winds could topple the cask.

The geometry of the cask, the

location of the decontar.:1ination area, and the location of the fuel
storage pool and reactor vessel are such that the cask will not topple
into the fuel storage pool or the reactor vessel.

Most of the tools and equipment used during a refueling outage are of
such a geometry and density that they would not move under the contemplated wind load.
were to be
fuel.

blo~~

If, however, a hand tool or similar sized object
into the vessel or storage pool it could damage some

Objects of lighter densities such as vessel insulation sections

which could be blmvn into the vessel or fuel storage pool should not
cause fuel damage.
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The consequences of failing fuel under postulated accident conditions
may be approximated by considering the effects of the fuel loading
accident analyzed in Section XIV-3 of the Plant Design Analysis Report.
This analysis postulated the fission gas release from 92 failed rods
with the secondary containment and standby gas treatment system operable.
The maximum off-site whole body and thyroid doses from this accident
3
were calculated to be 5.5xlO- 3 and 3.0xlO- rems respectively.

The answer to Question B-1 of this amenci'Ilent discusses these results in
ac~idents.

conjunction with one of the design basis

Based on cal-

culations performed for Dresden, Quad-Cities and similar other reactor
plants, the effect of the stack and standby gas treatment system is
to reduce the whole body dose by a factor of about 10 and the thyroid dose
by a factor of about 2000.

Therefore, if 92 fuel rods were to be dam-

aged during a tornado without the benefit of secondary containment,
maximum

off~site whole body and thyroid doses as calculated at 5.5xlO- 2

rem and 6 rem respectively.

These valves ar,e approxirr,ately 500 to 50

below the guideline valves of 10 CFR 100.
,A literature search has been made to determine tornado effects on small
bodies of 'vater such as swimming pools and pools of similar size.

This

search uncovered no case where the wate.r level was changed significantly
as a result of the tornado.
Because of the reactor building geometry, the methods of construction of
the fuel storage pool and the depth of water covering the fuel, it
appears the fuel should only be disturbed to the extent that lighter
objects may be blown onto the fuel inflicting minor damage.
e.

The lOv;er compartments of the secondary containment are constructed of
reinforced concY'ete.

The floor slabs are desiGned for live loads of 350/1

per sq. ft. up to loooff per sq. ft.

The 'ffalls above grade can accommodate

exterior tornado ',dnl ve'ocities of 500
without exceeding normal stresses.

!l1PH,eJ~uivalent

to 90'6# per sq. ft.,
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Tornacio data on pressure gradients is practically non-existent, but the
lm'lest recorded air pressure during a tornado occurred at St. Louis,
Missouri on hay 27, lb96.

'Ihis reading Has 26.94 inches and "as 2.42

inches lm,'er than the pTessure recorded at the same time at the "eather
bureau office seven blocks a"v;&.y.
equivalent to a loading of
design loads.

170#

This loading of

The 2.42" pressure differential is
per sq. ft. which is much less than the

170#

per sq. ft. would be induced only by

an instanta..'1eous pressure drop.
Below grade, the suppression charriller walls are designed for a saturated
soil condition of 87# per sq. ft.

~'Tith an assu.rned ground water elevation

of 590'-Ofl during an extreme flood of 586 t -O", the external wall loading
at the bottom of the suppression chamber compartment will be added to the
170# per sa. ft. vacuw'll load due to the tornado.

The walls are designed

to accommodate the stress due to this loading condition based on allowable
overstress of

33-1/3%.

B-2-l
Qu2STION

B.

Site

2.

state the site elevation, lLi:L"i:nu.:i: expected Hater level and snm'! loading
design criteria.

The

site elevation for the Ouad-Cities Station, Units 1 and 2 will
All maj or

be 59 l l ' _6" •

and structures will be located at that

at the site is 605', thus the area

The land

will be excavated to the 594'-6" elevation.

by the

The slope between

the 594'-6" plant site and the 605' elevatioH or the surround

land will

3:1.

be

The high flood level was established in April, 1965, reaching an elevation
at the site of

This results in the phmt site

maximum flood

60S'

.,Yill be located

The

the

, 19' above maximum flood s

The plant bui

code

8' -6"

to withstand,within applicahl

structures will be

,a snoVl

of 30 lhe/ft

2

as recoTIli"TIended by the Amer:tcan

Standards Association for the area of the site.
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C.

Seismic Des

The follo;.;ing Adcitional inf'ocElaticn rcla:-::ive to the seismic design of
your proposed facility is reouired:

1.

Clarify maximulll

acceleration values for \·;hich the plant

is desie;n2d.
ANSHE"K

The sei

c design for critical structures and

the station will be

sed on

or velocity re

shutdown with the c

a ground
design cons

c

is of accelera

ctrum curves

ground motion of 0.12 g.

intact,

ana

tical s
on of 0.24 g.

nt for

are ba

To assure that

on a

station can

heat removal facili
swill
Further discus

s

ac

s

of the sei

rations are provided in Sections 1-2.7.5, 11-6,

and V-3 of the Plant Design and Analysis Report.
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C.

Seismic D(;sign 1C?Etinueci

2.

Ttihat is the source and applicabili:,y of the responsE: acceleration spectrum
plot on Plate V of ;i.ppendix F?

Please provide a more accurate plot on log

paper to include Ghe short period range.

ANSHEJ
Tne response acceleration spectrum plot on Plate V of Appendix F
through studies made of local and area

developed

geolog'J, seismology, and seismic

history by John A. Blur,1e and Associates, Engineers.
Consulting Seismologist.

vIaS

Dr. Ross Heinrich was

Because most of the critical components and

structures are modeled and subjected to an excursion through ground motion,
it is desirable to adopt an actual earthquake t record vlhich produces a
response in agreem.e.nt -,dtl:l that postulated on the basis of Lhe seismic
investigations.

In this case, the 1957 San Francisco Gold.en Gate Park

S80E was chosen.
The purpose of the spectra shOim is to provide earthquake response in a
dYnamic analysis.

These are averaged single-mass spectra and are usually

employed in a model analysis.

These are not generally used in the analysis

of importa.nt critical components, since computer programs are utilized ,{hich
follow the actual earthquakes, rather than their response curves, and it is
not necessary to combine modes in some approxLmate manner to arrive at final
shears, moments and

di~placements.

The response acceleration spectra are presented on a log-log plot as
on the attached figure.

sho~~

As explained above, these curves are not generally

used in the analysis of Lmportant critical components, since computer
programs are utilized -Hhich follo"l the actual earthqual<:es.
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QUESTION
C.

Seismic De

3.

Provide a table of the dampinG factors to be used for the Q.uaci-Ci ties plant.
Discuss the advisability of using
ponents

importa~t

c/o

damping for those structures

a~d

com-

to safety.

ANSHER

The damping factors to

used are listed below and are the

same values given in the "Plant Design Analysis", Volume 1,
Quad~·Cities

Station Units 1 and 2, as amended, Table V-5,

Page V-3-2:
PERCENT OF
ITEM

GRI'l'IGAL

Reinforced Concrete Structures

5.0

Steel

2.0

Welded As

Struc

s

ies

Bolted and Riveted As

DA~1PING

1.0

lies

Vital Piping Systems

2eO

0.5

Most Class 1 structures or equipment, such as the drYVlell,
vents, suppression chamber, reactor vessel, pumps, and other
mechanical pieces of equipment are assigned damping values
of 2 percent or less.

The reactor building and ventilation

stack are assigned damping values of 5 percent.

Stresses in

the walls of the reactor buildlng resulting from earthquake
loads are approximately 100 pounds per square inch.

The

adjacent walls, acting in overturning, are stressed to about
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200 pounds per square inch.

These values are without

consideration of wall reinforcements.

Dead load from the

walls above only (no floor loads included) results in an
additional 100 pounds per square inch.

These shear and

tension values are doubled for brice the design earthquake
conditiono

Stresses in ventilation stacks due to earthquake

forces are of the same
\<lell

fact that

\,li11

\'ii th the s

as noted abovE;e

It is a

values for concrete struc
ss level and since the above s

s
sses

are near the allol-'mb1e values it is reasonable to assign a

5 percent

value.

QlTESTION

c.

Seis:nic Des

4.

Describe the manner in ,,·,hich the seismic response anal:.rsis for the facili

Cont,inueci

stack ·..;ill be carried out.

ANSWER
The stack is treated as an elastic cantilever systern Kith masses appropriately lDlnped.

The resulting masses are considered supported by

elastic COlUll.l1S.

ss

Natural frequencies, mode shapes and flexural response of

the equivalent multi-mass system are conputed with the aid of a digital computer utilizing the actual earthquake record rather than response curves.
I

Stiffness characteristics of the stack include the contribution of shear
rigidity in addition to flexural rigidity.

Rocking of the stack on its

foundation is considered in a coupleu system rather than combining a rocking
mode with the flexura.L mode s .
Norrnally at least five modes are considered, and a darr,ping 'ralue of five
percent is used on all five modes.

Curves shovri.ng the envelop:: 'Jf

shears, moments, and displacements versus

are ueter:nined.

1:l9Y.:1:rilJICi
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~;UESTION

C.

Seis!':lic Design

(Continueci.)

5.

Describe the manner in 'dhich Class I components vTithin Class II structures
will be 8..'1alyzed.

The response of the Class II structure will be calculated
taking into consideration the characteristics of the structure
and its foundation.

After the response of

struc

has

been estimated the Class 1 component \'lill be classified and
then designed in accordance with its

~igidity

as defined in

Quad-Citi,es Station Units 1 and 2 "Plant Design Analysis"
Volume II" Appendix F - Pages 7 and 8.

C-6-l
C.

(Seismic Design - continued)

6.

Describe the inspectlon and quality control proce
to be followed during the construction of conta
structures and other critical structures to insure
the seismic design criteria will be met.

t

ANSWER
For the primary containment the quality control and inspection
procedures are as follows:
1.

The seismic design criteria are accoIT@oda d in the enginee
design of the containment vessels per applicable ASME c
s.
Calcula ons for these structures are submit
for approval
by the architect-engineer prior to starting shop fabrication.

2.

Certified mill tests are required for each
t of steel to be
used and are submitted for approval by the archi tect-·engineer e

3.

Qualifica on of conta
fabricators welding procedures
prior to start of fabrication.
.

4.

Certified charpy impact test reports are required for
by the architect-engineer on plate and pipe materials.

5.

Contaim'lent contractor provides quality control for shop
fabrication with periodic shop inspection by the purchaser's
representa tive.

6.

Hartford ins
contain~ent

ction for both shop and field \'wrk
vessel fabricator.

1

d

7.

Radiography per applicable ASJ'vlE code os shop and field vie Ids .
Repairs where necessary are made per ASr1E code.

8.

Pneumatic overpressure and leak rate tests on completed
contairunent vessels. ~ne overpressure test will be conducted
wi th the suppression chamber filled vri th wa r to the normal
operating level.

For the concrete se condary contail1Ii1ent J the quality control
inspection procedures are as follows:
1.

Certified mill tests are required for each heat of A432
reinforcing steel.

2.

Inspection by independent laboratory services of all concre
and steel supplied to the jobsite as follows:
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a.

Physi.cal and chemical tests on all reinforcing s

b.

Soundness tests on all aggregates.

c.

Make and test concrete cylinders for each 100 CY of
concrete placed to determine compressive strength. 'Two
cylinders are made for 7, 2B and go day tests for each
100 CY.

d.

SlUIT1P tests of all concrete are made at time of placing
concrete.

e.

All compressive tests are submitted for review al'ter
cylinders are-broken.

1.

3.

Curing compounds are used to insure minimum loss of water
during curing. Stripping of forms by, subcontractors is
specified and controlled by construction
r to assure
appropriate initial strength in concrete.

4.

Preliminary inspection of concrete suppller's source of
aggregate and routine che
on
ty by
construction manager during course

~.

Control or subcontractor's concrete placen~nt by
con&truction manager in the event of cold wea
r. Cold
Weather precautions are speciried if temperatures go to
40 0 F or below.

C-7-1
QUESTION
C.

Seismic Design _(Continued)_

7.

Describe the response of the overhead cra.'1e to the design

earthqua~e.

ANSWER

The bridge crane in the reactor building will be designed to
adequately withstand the plant design earthquake forces
described in Section V-3, Plant Design Analysis Report.
structural steel supporting

The

se cranes will also adequately

withstand these earthquake forces and would also remain intact.
The crane bridge wheels are each double flanged and ride on
rails firmly attached to the
the crane would be di
not leave the crane rails.

rstructure steel.

Although

during an earthquake, it
The trolley will be attached to

'the bridge with clips which will run under the rails to prevent
the trolley from being throvm off the bridge rails.
The bridge wheels on the main runway are equipped vii th
solenoid-actuated spring loaded brakes.

Upon loss of power

or I;'lhen the crane is parked, the spring actuates a brake
locking the wheels firmly in place to prevent the crane from
rolling out of positiono

D-l

D.

Containment

1.

To protect the containment penetrations for large lines, pipe

anchors and stops are provided to limit movement in the event of
postulated pipe breaks.

Although it has been stated that anchors

and stops will be provided to withstand axial forces, it is not
stated that such anchors can accommodate bending and twisting moments
associated with pipeline failure without stressing the containment
penetration.

Please submit criteria to indicate the design require-

ments to preclude pipe failures occurr

directly at the penetration.

Also provide the design and location of the principal pipe anchors
inside and outside containment on the main stearn lines.

Demonstrate

t

how these restraints prevent stressing of the containment penetration.

ANST,VER

The containment penetrations for large lines, such as steam piping are
prot~cted

by pipe anchors and guides to limit movement of the pipe in

all directions.
The piping design criteria accounts for normal thermal expansion, live
and dead loads, seismic loads and accident loads.

The criteria are as

follows:
a)

Major line movement is restricted to movement in the axial direction
by the guides.

b)

Guide stops are provided to prevent movement in excess of the normal
thermal expansion.

c)

Piping must not impose stresses on the penetrations greater than those
permitted by code allowable under conditions of a pipe break combined
with a design earthquake.

d)

Piping must not impose conditions on the penetration which \-lill affect
the penetration integrity under conditions of a pipe break combined
with two times the design earthquake load.

Bending and torsional movements on the containment penetration are precluded by the use of pipe guides and anchors located in a manner to
satisfy the design criteria described above.

Pipe supports provided
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with stops and guides will allow axial movement for normal pipe line
growth.
The analyses and the design of the pipe anchors and supports inside
and outside of the containment have not been completed to date.
designs when completed, will satisfy the above design criteria.

Such

D-2-1

QUESTION
D.

Containment

(Continued)_

2.

Under the conditions of a

stea~

line brefu"

the

stea~

line isolation valves

would be required to close under higher than operating flO'll conditions.

In

view of this, describe the test conditions under which the valves will be
tested for closing time.

HOtd

will these tests be related to accident and

operating conditions?
ANSTrlER

The specifications for the steam line valves require that each valve
be tested by the manufacturer to demonstrate that the valve will close
within three seconds

a~ainst

a line pressure of 1000 psig.

The design basis for these valves requires that they be designed to permit
periodic tests including the follovJing:

testing under appropriate power

operation conditions or during shutdm,;n such' as

test1n~

of the

valve at containment design pressure: testing of the various automatic
and manual modes of actuation and operation; checking set points of actuating sensors; and testing over the valve full stroke range.
At the present, definite operational test procedures for these valves
are in the formative stage.
prior to plant startup.

Meaningful test procedures "rill be developed

One possible test of closure time, which would

.

minimize effects on plant operation, would be to reduce total steam flow
to 75% then trip one valve closed and determine its closure time.

The relationship of this test to accident conditions may be judged by
comparing the following flows and pressures'
Test - Steam Flow
Test

= f>P

on Valve

",75%
5 to 40 psi

Line 1?upture - Steam Flow

",200%

tine Rupture - t,p on Valve

"'1000 psi

Although the test conditions are only partial conditions with respect
to line rupture flov and pressure, nevertheless, they are deemed to be

sufficient to insure operation of the valves when required.

D-3-1
QlJESTIOli

D.

Containment

(Continued)

3.

The contaim:lent spray system, by virtue of its function does not require
automatic isolation valves.

However, the system co;nponents are shared

wi th the shutdOliD cooling system, _'ihich in turn has provision for connections to the fuel pool.

Unless the isolation valves in the interconnected

system are sub,ject to leakage tests, the boundary of containment spray systems may be extended to the fuel pool.

Please specify the containment

isolation criteria applicable to systems ',vi th shared components.

ANSWER
The containment isolation criteria for shared systems is the same as for
nonashared systems with respect to isolation Valve testing.
connections shO'lvl1 on the shared

shutdo~m/ containment

The fuel pool

cooling low pressure

coolant injection system are normally sealed off with blind flanges.
connection capabili

This

is provided for additional fuel pool cooling in the

event it is necessary to unload the entire reactor core and store it in

the fuel pool.

Temporary connecting piping would be installed to utilize

the shutdowu heat

if the fuel pool heat exchangers could not

hold the fuel pool to the desired water temperatures.

D-4-l
QUESTION

4.

Hm: 'dill lea~age external to the primary containment (e .g. containment

spray pu.mp seals) be factored into the contaiD_rnent lea%.age rate and '"hat
provisions Hill be made to enable the measurement of such leakages in
those systems a'1c.i components external to the primary containment?

ANSWER
Refer to Dresden Unit 2, (AEC Docket 50-237)
Report, Amendment No.4, Ouestion 13.

is

The leakage from pW:lp seals is

insignificant in comparison to the design
All pumps in the core spray system and the
leakoffs, which dra:i.n to the radioactive waste d
any

Design and
containment

spray system have
system.

There

from these pumps can be collected and measured to determine

contribution to the contaiThuent leakage rate:

ei:r

D-5-l
QUESTION

D.

Containuent

5.

Please specify the isolation criteria

(ContinuECL
~~d

basEs applicable to closed

sys terns wi thin and outside the com;aimnent.
ANSvlER

The isolation criteria applicable to closed systems is given in paragraph

V.l.2.4c of the 0uad Cities Station, Units land 2, as amended, Plant
Design Analysis.

All of the lines for which this criteria is applicable

are closed outside the containment.

inside

Even if a loss of coolant

the containment caused failure of one of these

within the containment,

the line is still closed outside the containment and the (redundant) is01ation valve can be closed to isolate the line,l The closed
of these lines outside the

contai~ment

are designed to withstand the

containment design pressure and therefore
with the containment.

of each

~ll

not

on corra;1unication

D-6-1

QUESTION

6.

Since the secondary conteirr,lent is relieci. upon to significantly attenuate
off -si te ci.oses

the ci.esign basis accici.ents, please provide the follm,,-

:;:'01'

ing infornw.tion to enable an evaluation of the capability of the system to
perform its intended function.
a.

Discuss the reliability and capability of the means provided to maintain a negative pressure under various external wind and barometric
condi tions.

i,mat means Hill be provided to determine that a minimum

negative pressure of 0.25 inch of \vater will exist at any location of
the entire peripheral area of the building structure?

Describe the

test procedure

le~(-tightness

plaQ~ed

to demonstrate periodically the

of the bllilding structure and the instrumentation to be used in such
measurements.
b.

What provisions are planned to limit in-leakage to the specified rate
in the event of increased infiltration from the development of
.fissures, increase in differential negative pressure or the inadvertent
opening of access doors?

c.

The accident analysis assumes that fission products leaked from the
primary system are evacuated from the secondary containment at the
rate of 10010 of the containment volwne per day.

This holdup of fission

products has a significant effe·.::t on reducing the calculated
dose in the

maxim~rn

hypothetical accident.

tvlO

hour

Discuss the potential for

inadvertent evacuation of compartments near the primary system at a rate
greater than 100% per day thus reducing fission product holdup in the
secondary system and increasing calculated off-site doses.
d.

Discuss the possibility of diffusion of fission products through fissures
in the building :i3.11s aeainst the small pressm'e gradient proposed in
your design.

e.

Describe the c.il:sign of the joints in the steel superstructure of the
refueling building '.;hich insure no significant impairment of the leakag;e
characteristics b/ the design

earthqu3.~:_e.

D-6-2

a.

The secondary containJnent ventilation and standby gas treatment systeril
is discussed in Section V-2 of the Plant Design Analysis Report.
The reactor building (secondary contai~ment) is designed so that its
in-leakage rate is not greater than 100 percent of the building volume
per day under neutral wind conditions when the building is subjected
to an internal negative pressure of 0.25 inch of water.

The behavior

of the reactor building leakage rates as a function of various external
wind and barometric conditions is discussed in Section V-2.2.2 of the
Plant Design Analysis Report.

In sur:l,'11ary, the studies

ShO'ii

that at

wind velocities less than 35 to 65 mph there would be little if any
exfi1tration from the reactor building.

Maximum
and minimuro. calculated
I

reactor building exfiltration rates as a function of wind velocity are
shown in Figure 119 of the Plant Design Analysis Report.

The calcula-

tions vlhich were made also suggest that exfiltration rates are almost
directly proportional to the initial in-leakage rate for a given
negative building pressure.

Calculations shu>'l that the exf:L1tre,t]on

rate could be many orders of

and oeC1.l.r at :::iluch

lCTLTcT

wind speeds vTithout increasing the post accident doses above 10 C£R 100
guidelines.

This is discussed further in answer to question H-l herein.

The standby gas treatment system has been designed to have a
of maintaining a 0.25 inch of water negative pressure for a bui1d,tng
in-leakage rate of 100 percent of the building volume per day.

The

in-leakage rate and differential pressure may be measured during any
normal mode of plant 0veration.

A test section will be installed in

the common exhe,ust duct upstream from the t1'iO gas treatment tJ-l.'1i ts.

The

test section will have been calibrated using a standard pitot tube with
the

n~~ber

and location of traverse points as

rec~~ended

in the

"Standard Test Code for Air Moving Devices ll but permitting subsequent
testing through the use of a single point velocity pressure reading on
an inclined U-tube manometer.

The test instrument board will also

include indication of air temperature iFw.mediate1y downstrea'Il of the
test section.

The reactor building static pressures will be transnli tted
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from a point in the general open area of each floor.

Because the

reactor building above the concrete structure is such an

!l

open" volu'Tle,

significant pressure differentials vTi thin this volume are not expected
to occur.
a.

The system may be tested as follo'Hs:

Shutdovrn the reactor building ventilation supply fs-Ds and close
the supply isolation valves.

b.

When the building static pressure reaches 0.25 inches of vlater
subatmospheric pressure, start either unit of the emergency gas
treatment system.

c.

Shutdown the building main exhaust fans and close the exhe,ust
isolation valves.

d.

Position all control dSJnpers to

perll~i t

all building exhaust to

go through the operating emergency gas treatment system.

After

equilibrium conditions have been reached, obtain the static pressure, air temperature, acd

pito~

t\1be manometer readirgs,

From

this information compliance to the in .. lea;'o3.ge specii'ic2.t:'..cn may
be determined.
Humboldt PO"i1er Plant Unit No. 3 operated by the Pacific Gas and Electric
Company has the same in-leakage requirelnents as those specified for this
station.

Experience at the Humboldt Plant suggests that the design

criteria may be readily satisfied.
b.

.

In the event of in-leakage rates in excess of the allowable rates the
source(s) of the in-leakage will be located and repaired as required to
meet the design criteria.
approved procedures.

Repairs would be made in accordance with

After repairs are completed the in-leakage will

be determined to assure compliance 'Hith the accepted criteria.
An increase in differential pressure could result from increased flm1
through the stfu'1dby gas treatment system or decreased in-leakage.
Since each standby gas treatment system fan has a fixed capacity and is
sized for 100 percent of the building volume per day the ms-xi.'lluc'D, flow

through the system is fixed.

Total flow through the systam is,

therefore, expected to be determined by the in-leakage and a decrease
in in-lealr..age should result in an increase in differential 'pressure.
This .presents no 'problem and no corrective action is required.
All 'persorLl1el and equi'pment access o'penings are air locks 'provided with
mechanically interlocked double doors , with vleatherstri'p ty'pe seals.
The interlocks on these o'penings 'provide a means for assuring that
building access will not result in loss of contain..ment integrity.
Possible deterioration of seals on the air locks will be detected
through 'periodic ins'pections and tests.
c.

The standby gas treatment system takes suc;tion from many areas of the
reactor building.

Reactor building in-leakage will Occur over the

whole surface of the reactor building, but predominantly through the
sheet metal walls above the o'perating fl90r rather than through the
thick concrete walls which includes all surface below the o'perating
floor.

The maj or 'part of the standby gas treatment system flovT will

come from above the o'perating floor.

Since leakage from the 'primary

containment will generally occur belovi the o'pera ting floor, the effective ventilation rate of fission 'products will be well below lO~1o!day
when the whole reactor building ventilation rate is lOo%!day.

There-

fore, the holdu'p for fission 'product decay will be greater than that
assumed in the Plant Design and Analysis Re'port.
The major effect of the reactor building and the standby gas treatment
system in reducing accident doses is filtration and release from an
elevated 'point.

The holdu'p for decay is very secondary.

For example,

even if half the volume into which the primary containment leakage
leaked were exhausted at 200%!day (increasing the effective reactor
building leakage rate by 50%) the resultant off-site doses would be
only about

6%

greater.

negligible dose.

This vrould be a negligible increase to a
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d.

A consideration of the volQmetric leak rates due to pressure differences
and concentration differences shows that there is a potential for leakage of fission products through fissures in the building walls against
a small negative (0.25 inch of water) pressure gradient.

'l'he data below

shows the relative contribution of diffusion of kr,ypton, xenon, and
iodine against a pressure gr::tdient.
Table D-l
Gas
Krypton

5.1

Xenon

3.3

Iodine

2~1

(%)

The relative contributions of diffusion given above would represent
maximUill values since the concentrations Dutside the building 'I:ere
considered zero, thereby giving a maximum concentration gradienGo
The volQmetric flow rates were calculated using the equation on page
11-2 of NAli-SR-10100.

The follo-vling nU'11.bers were used in the equation:

Crack width, b = 1.4 mil
Crack length, L = 330,000 feet
Wall thickness, X

=1

foot

Pressure difference, Pi-Po

= 0.25 inch ,'later

The VOlw'lletric flow rate for the diffusion case was:
bLD (Ci-Co)

=-

~

where Ci

X

= concentration

D =

inside (Co assumed zero)

diffusivity (evaluated by the method on pages 512-13 of
Transport Phenomena by Bird, Stelvart and Lightfoot;
Wiley and Sons, 1960.

b, L, x are same as before.
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The final model used by combining the two equations was:

where

~

= gravitational

conversion factor,and?, the viscosity of air.

The relative effect of the diffusion term

v~as

indicated in table above.

In summary, there is a possibility of some diffusion occurring against
the small pressure gradient, but at a maximum this effect is only on
the order of 2-5 percent of the total in-leakage.
e.

The structural steel frame of the refueling building will deflect when
subjected to the ground motions due to tr;e design earthquake, hOvlever,
the structure is designed to
ground motions.

accorr~odate

the forces caused by these

The siding will be desl.gned wl.th caulked l.nterlocking

vertical joints and overlapping horizon,tal joints.

The horizontal joints

will be overlapped sufficiently to insure leak tight integrity.

To

further insure the leak tightness of the siding, all joints will be provitled with mechanical fasteners to provide positive connections to the
structural steel.

In the event of a design

earthqu~~e

causing movement

of structural steel frame, some of the siding connections may be distressed, hm1ever, it is expected that the mastic joint sealant will provide sufficient resilience to prevent the exfiltration of air.

E-l-l

QUESTION
E.

Instr~~entation

1.

Describe the design of the rod-a lock system with resPect to designing
against a single failure.

The rod block system is not intended as a safety function to protect
against serious reactivity transients.

It is, however, a backup to

procedural control to prevent inappropriate sequences of control rod
withdrawal.

The most probable failures (relay coil malfunctions, loose

connections and solenoid failures) will cause relay drop out and result
in a rod-block.

Also, the neutron monitoring trips are arranged so that

those associated with protection logic channel' A can give a
independent of those for logic channel

B

j

rod-~lock

This is accomplished hy having

relay contacts from logic channel B open the rod select bus circuit
whereas relay contacts from logic channel A neutron monitor trip and all
other rod-block trips open the circuit to the rod withdra'V]al bus.
two

~uses

These

are electrically independent such that no single short in the

wiring could prevent a rod-block from occurring if one of the four neutron
monitor
signal.

(AP~~)

from each of the two protection logic channels give a trip

E-2-l
QUESTION
E.

Instr~~entation

2.

Please describe in detail the pOHer/flmy insb'wnentation and associated
circuits.

(Continued)

Include an analysis which shaHs that no single failure within

this system Hill nullify rod-blocK capability in response to off-normal
power/floH conditions.
ANSw'ER

The flow is sensed by two t,p transmitters (an A and a B) on each of the
2 recirculation loops flow nozzles.

Su~uation

of the outputs of the two

A transmitters is accomplished by a two-point summer to give total recirculation flow.

The B transmitters are similarly
added in a second summer
/

to give a second total recirculation flow.

The outputs of the two

su~uers

are compared and a pre-established differentiation between them causes a
duo I rod-block signal (one from each of two ,comparator circuits).
The A summer feeds into the individual bias units for APRH channs::_s I, 2, 3.
and 4 and the B summer feeds the bias units APR'1 channels 5, 6, i. and 7
'where channels I and 5 are in the same quadrant of the core, etc.
-failure of one bias unit can affect only one
can affect only one half of the

APR"~S,

APR~,

Thus,

failure of one summer

but this failure will cause a rod--

block by virtue of the comparator circuits mentioned above.
Failure of one

~P

transmitter or sauare root connector will cause mismatch.

Incorrect lineup of the instrument values at the
an apparent flow mismatch and cause rod-block.
valves, for the

~P

~P

transmitters will cause

Closing of one set of root

transmitter, could give an erroneous reading (up scale

or downscale) on both transmitter A and B.

The root valves will be locked

in open position and checked prior to operation of the system and not
distributed for normal calibration.
Closure of a flow check valve by excessive blow-down during calibration
would only affect one transmitter.

This condition will be corrected

before completion of the calibration process and could not occur during
normal oneration without having an instrument line break of sufficient
magnitude to close an excess flow check valve.

E-3-1
QUESTION

E.

Instrumentation

3.

Please provide an analysis of the refueling interlock system which
demonstrates that no single failure within the system will allovl
than one rod

:l.t a time to be fully withdrmrn.

mOj.~e

Mode switch circuitry

should be included in the analysis.

The refueling interlock system is designed to function as a operatorbackup

d~ring

the refueling process.

It is brought into

se~rice

to

monitor the oper8.tor during the period when 11e is performing the stuck
rod criteria.

The system is designed to have maximum reliability using

standard components and is readily testable for operation.

In the un-

likely event that the system should fail to operate it is only one event
in a series of events that must occur before wi thdrmving multiplc:: rods
would be of any consequence.

E-4-1
QUESTION

E.

Instrumentation

4.

Please discuss the effects of over-temperature on control room instrumentation.

(Continued]

Discuss provisions to terminate reactor operation in the event of

excessive control room temperature.
ANS\>iER

All components of the safety system in the main control room can tolerate
that'. a human

higher ambient

ratings of the radiation and neutron
circuits are

sooe

not constitute a

with a

can.

The temperature

ampHfiers and trip

of accuracy of only 1i. which does
problem but

a probable 1% shift in trip

points.

a safe plant shutdown as outlined in question E-S would be follOwed.

E-5-l
QUESTION
E.

Instrumentation

(Continued)

5.

AssQme that fire occurs in the control room during full power operation
and that, as a result, iwmediate evacuation of the control room is required.
Please provide an analysis to show that an orderly shutdown ca.'Y1 be accomplished under these

circ~~stances.

A discussion of manual-override capa-

bility of controls (e.g. valve controls) which might be accidentally
actuated by spurious signals resulting from the fire should be included.

ANSWER
The probability of fire occurring in the control room is quite remote
for the following reasons:
(a) furniture and cabinets will be constructeru principally of
non-flammable materials, (b) paper records will be stored in
metal cabinets, and (c) only minor quantities of flammable mated al
in the form of records, reports, food containers, etc. will be
brought into the control room during the course of unit

ions.

rherefore fire in the control room which could cause evacuation of
personnel before they could initiate the
is difficult to conce:lve.

i~uediate

shutdown of the reactor

However, assum:lng that such a situat:lon could

occur, it is possible to effect a safe plant shutdown by use of local
control panels located in the turbine and reactor buildings.

A reactor

scram and turbine trip can be accomplished by openin5S pOvler breakers at
the D.C. power centers.

The depressurizing and cooling of the reactor

system is possible by operation of the reactor auxiliary systems.from
their local control panels.

Motor operated valves which have become

inoperative can be operated manually.

Instrumentation on local control

panels would provide the information needed to assess the condition of
the reactor and turbine during the shutdown operation.

F-l-l
QUESTION
F.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

1.

Under what conGitions and restrictions woulG the RClC system be used during
the operation of the plant?

wnat limit is proposed for radioactive isotopes

in the pressure suppression pool water
the containment?

~Dd

air volllffies to insure access to

What provisions are proposed to reduce activity levels in

the suppression pool air and vlater volumes should this become necessary?
ANSvJER

The RCIC system is to provide reactor primary coolant inventory makeup under
conditions of isolation of the reactor from the main condenser (which is the
primary heat sink) coupled with loss of capability of inventory makeup with
the boiler feedvrater pumps.

/

This system is automatically actuated by a 10vl-

low reactor vrater level signal or by manual signal.

If coolant inventory

-----------------c=a~n=-~b~e~m~a~l~n~t~a~l~n~e~dr<b~y~ru~ue~a~n~s~o~f'~t~h~e~f~·e~e~d~p~l~lffi~p~s-,~t~h~e~R~C~I7C~s~J~Ts~t~e~m~w~0~u~ITd~~n~o~t~b~e~------

operated.

Relief valve actuation would be required in either case to con-

trol pressure in the primary system.

Except for testing it is not intended

that the RCIC system be actuated during povTer operation of the reactor.
The RCIC system operation will result in slow heatup of the suppression pool
water.

One of the two shutdown/containment cooling systems must be placed

in service one hour after initiation of the RCIC system to limit pool temperatures to 140°F.

If in the very unlikely event that a cooling system c?uld

not be placed into service by this time the reactor primary system would have
to be depressurized by use of the relief valves.

~he

tion would be consistent with normal cool dovrn rates.

rate of depressurizaSince two cooling

systems of 100% capacity are provided and are powered from the emergency
power bus it is unlikely that a cooling system would not be available.
Use of the RClC system with makeup from condensate storage would be restricted
by water inventory in the suppression pool.

High water level in the suppres-

sion pool would require that suction for the RelC pump be from the suppression
pool thus maintaining inventory equilibrium.
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Under normal continuous operation of the plant, the activity levels in
the suppression pool are not expected to exceed background levels by
more than a few mrem per hour.

The permissible activity level would be

determined by access requirements for inspection and maintenance during
scheduled outages and would be governed by limits applicable to' limited
access areas to be established prior to startup of the units.
Clean-up of the suppression pool water can be accomplished by circulating
the suppression pool water through the waste water filter and demineralizer
system located in the radwaste facility.

A pipe connection would have

to be made to either the core spray system or the low pressure coolant
injection system to accomplish such clean-up.

This is not provided as

part of the normal operating piping in order to minimize the potential
of inadvertent draining of the suppression po~l.

Clean water would be

returned to the suppression pool through any of the supply headers from
condensate storage.

F-2-1

QUESTION
F.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

(Continued)

2.

Discuss provisions for manual operation of critical valves in the RCIC and
suppression pool cooling system.

ANSWER
Only the D.C. powered valve in the RCIC turbine inlet steam line is required
to open to put the RCIC system into operation.

This valve serves also as

the outboard isolation valve and will be located in
the reactor building.

8...11

accessible area in

It will be capable of manual operation from the con-

trol room, although the normal mode of operation is automatic actuation.
All valves in the suppression pool cooling sY$tem are accessible and provided with manual operating features.

F-3-l
QUESTION
F.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling SysteTI

(Continued)

3.

What is the criteria for protection of vital equipment from possible
missiles from the RCIe turbine?
ANS1I1ER

Vital equipment in the engineered safeguards systems will be located and
arranged so that such equipment is protected to the maximum extent possible
and that a single failure will not destroy the capability of the system to
perform its intended f1..:nction.

Components of each system will be examined

for the potential of the generation of missiles.
The RCIC turbine and pump for Units 1 and 2 ar~ located in their own concrete shielded compartment.

There is no other equipment

safe plant shutdowD located within these compartments.

w~ich

is vital to

See revised Figure

29 as submitted "lith this amendment.
Turbines of the type used for the RCIC system have shells that are sufficiently strong as to contain any potential missiles.

Failure rates for

these turbines is very low and there is no case of a missile escaping the
shell of one of these units.

F-4-1
Ql.rBSTION

F.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

(Continued)

4.

state the criteria Ttihich '/iould determine the time at ·vlhich the reactor
would be depressurized if the suppression pool coolers becai'Tle inoperative
during operaticn of the .sCIC system.

If the suppression pool is allO\'ied

to exceed about 14o°F (the upper limit of blo\'ldo'~m test data), what is the
basis for assuming complete condensation of steam during a

coola~t

loss

accident?

ANSWER
Two separate suppression pool cooling systems are provided;each is capable
of handling the design heat load.

In addition to the high reliability of

A-C power to the station, either of the two
the diesel emergency bus.

sy~tems

can be operated from

Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the

suppression pool coolers would become inoperable.
The containment cooling systems will be nonnally actuated within one hour
after initiation of the RCIC system. As showll in Figure l06 r of the Plant
0

Design and Analysis Report, the pool will not exceed l40 F due to the
ability of the containment cooling systems to dissipate the decay heat
being removed by the RCIe.

In the highly improbable event of a design

basis accident following significant operation of the RCIC system, the
o
temperature at the end of blowdmm would not exceed 170 F.
The upper pool temperature limit at which steam no lono;;er condenses
properly has not been established experimentally, but the tests conducted
at Hanford Operations (described in reply to 0uestion F-S) have shown that
steam quenches withoutdifficultv even at pool temperatures well in excess
o
of 170 F.
General Electric's experience with both the Bodega and Humboldt Bay pressure
suppression tests indicate that condensation will occur in or near the
temperature range of interest.

Initial pool temperatures were varied

during these tests to determine the effect on steam condensation.

Vapor

condensation was rapid and complete throughout the entire range tested.
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o
Humboldt Bay Test #26, connucted with an initial pool temperature of 141 F
o
and the design basis break, resulted in a final pool temperature of 170 F.

Also significant was Bodga Test #39.

This had an initial pool temperature

of 120°F and a final pool temperature of l630F after the design break
blowdown.
Therefore, it may be concluded that the quenching of steam will occur
even at the maximum expected pool temperatures.

F-5-1
QUESTION
Isola~ion

F.

Reactor Core

Cooling System

5.

Discuss the effect of water temperature during bloHd01.<fn on vibrations
observed in the Moss Landing tests.

(Continued)

vfnat stresses rrLight these vibrations

impose on the vent pipes and how would containment integrity and suppression pool capability be affected?
ANSvlER

In a 1959 ASME paper, 59-A-2l5, Pressure Suppression Containment for Nuclear
Power Plants, C. C. vThelchel and C. H. Robbins, it is stated that, "Test
results shovJed that tank vibration began when the vmter was 120°F - 130°F
or hotter.

It was most severe at high stearll flows.

II

Subsequent tests at Moss Landing and at Hanford in connection with the NPR
did not repeat these vibrations with hot pool water.
that if the pool walls ar1d piping are

proper~y

It is concluded now

designed no excessive vibra-

tions will occur and no significant vibration-induced stresses will exist.
The vibrations observed in the early Moss IJanding tests were most likely
the result of hitting a natural frequency of the tank itself.
was made of one-quarter inch plate, 20 feet in

dia~eter

This tank

and 24 feet high.

In later tests at Moss Landing of the Humboldt and Bodega design the suppression pool vmll was comprised of concrete lined with steel plate and the
vent pipes vlere securely anchored.
the Humboldt or Bodega tests.

No significa..'1t vibrations were noted in

These tests were more representative of cur-

rent actual suppression pool design.
other significant results relating to pressure suppression are contained in
HH 68609, NPR Primary Loop - Emergency Dump Tests, 1961.

The tests described

in HW 68609 were run specifically because of the vibration phenomenon which
was mentioned in the 1959

AS~ffi

Paper noted above.

Hanford ran a number of

tests to determine whether vibration would be excessive in a pressure suppression type system planned and built for NPR.

They ran tests with final

water temperatures as high as 200°F and found that vibrations were either
nil or minor.
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Several of the NPR conclusions are quoted below:
"The tests did not uncover any unsafe conditions when quenching hot
pressurized water in pools of subcooled water."
"Serious quench tank vibrations were not observed in any of the runs
which included quench water temperatures of 70° to 200°F.
were nil with the dumps of 455° to 600°F water.

Vibrations

Minor vibrations

developed during the dumps of 270o/275°F water with the vertical,
horizontal and cross-distributors.

Vibrations were also nil with the

ring sparger and draft tube during the 270o/275°F dumps.1I
In summary, the results of pressure suppressi9n tests which have been conducted over the range of parameters of interest to the Quad Cities Units 1
and 2 design support the conclusion that
adequate to eliminate blowdown vibrations
suppression pool capability.

the

C1P'rent design is proper and

wh~ch

might impose restrictions on
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QUESTION
F.

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

6.

Will sensors to initiate the reactor building emergency ventilation system
be located in the suppression torus to allow actuation of this system
should lrigh activity levels be present due to operation of the RCIC system?
ANS1>iER
Radiation sensors are not provided in the suppression torus.
sion chamber has the capability of

lL~ting

The suppres-

the leakage of fission gases

into the secondary containment under peak transient pressure conditions.
During operation of the RCIC system the pressure difference between the
suppression chamber and the secondary containment will be essentially zero.
However, if there were leakage of fission gases to the secondary containment
it 'would be sensed by the radiation monitors in the reactor building exhaust
ducts.

The standby gas treatment syste..711 is then placed in service auto-

matically on the signal of high radiation in the reactor building exhaust
ducts.

G-l-l
QUESTION

G.

System &Dalysis

1.

To achieve consistency in the structural integrity of all components in
the primary system, comparable quality in design and manufacture must be
employed.

Due to differences in code requirements, however, it appears

that certain primary system components could be designed to different
quality standards unless additional requirements are imposed.

Please sub-

mit the following information on the primary system components:

a.

Design specifications, including design life.

b.

Vessel classification selected.

c.

Lifetime design cycles for each transient

d.

Requirements imposed over and above code rules.

I

ANSWER
The probability of failure of the piping and' other primary loop cOCYlponer:;.ts
is approximately equivalent to the failure of the reactor vessel.

HO';lever,

in order to establish a rational basis for contaimnent design, the design
basis .accident is assu.l'11ed to be the mechanical failure of the reactor primary system equivalent to the circumferential rLlpture of one of the matn
recirculation pipes.

This by no means was ever mearlt to infer that pipe

or component rupture ,.:ras considered credible - this assumption only provided
a rational design approach.
As stated in the Plant Design and A.."lalysis Report, paragraph 2.2.2 on page
IV -2-2, the primary piping system (both recirculation system and primary
steam system to the first isolation valve) is designed, fabricated and constructed to meet, as a minimUIrl, the requirements of the j\merican Standard
Association Code for

PreSS1J.1"e

Piping, ASA B31.1 and the applicable Sta.te

Regulations which require that the piping meet the requirements of Section I
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
valves of these systems must me
the General Electl

:~c

p

In addition, the piping and

c:ertain additional requirements imposed by

"'-

.

Je

specifications.

The intent of these
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additional requirements is to provide piping syste.ms of such quality which
are at least equivalent to the reactor vessel to which it is attached.

As

with the vessel, the piping system components have a itO year design life.
An As!/IE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Section I, Pover Boiler classification
is used for the piping syste.m since Section III, N'tlclear Vessels, specifically exempts itself from jurisdiction over piping systems.

Section I is

used for this specific plant because it is to be located in the State of
Illinois whose boiler inspection laws do not recognize the ASA Code for
Pressure Piping.

The National code bodies are vlOrking on a Nuclear Piping

Code which, when completed, will serve as a companion to the
III Nuclear Vessel Code.

AS~IE

Section

Moreover, these bodies have agreed that when the

Nuclear Piping Code is issued, piping which is1designed and constructed in
accordance with it will be stamped with a Section III stamp.

In the interim,

piping systems are designed and constructed to meet the requirements of
Section I, or where permitted by law, are des;igned and fabricated to the
ASA B31.1 Code for Pressure Piping plus additional requirements vrhich permit it to be classified as State Specials.
The piping system must meet the fabrication requirements of Chapter 6 of the
ASA B31.1 Code for Pressure Piping.

These requirements include an analysis

of the expansion stresses and flexibility.

The prescribed method i.mposes a

stress reduction factor of 1.0 for all full temperature cycles over the expected life of 7000 or less.

Since the expected nwnber of full temperature

cycles of the plant is on the order of 100, the unity stress reduction factor
is appropriate.

There are no other life time design cycles which need be

considered for piping systems except in the area of branch connections
through which flow of water at a markeCLly different temperature may occur.
Where this occurs, a complete thermal stress analysis is made similar to
the manner in which vessel nozzles are analyzed.

This stress analysis is

made by the methods prescribed by Section III of the
sure Vessel Code.

AS~IE

Boiler and Pres-

The allovrable stress rules of Section III must be met.

Thermal sleeves are utilized in such connections whenever the calculations
establish their need.

As with the vessel, first-of-a kind configurations
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are analyzed and the results are used to justify the Sfu'l1e arrangement in
subsequent plants when geometric symmetry exists and the expected design
conditions are the same.
The following cycles are considered in the reactor vessel design:
Number

C;lc1e
Start-up, 100°F/hr.
Shutdo~1

100°F/hr.
(Including Steam Space Spray and Flooding)

Blowdo~

1000 psig to 160 psig in 10 min.

120
119
1

Reduction to 7CP/o Power

10,000

Reduction to 5Cf/a Power

2,000

Rod Worth Tests
Feedwater Heater Loss
Feedwater F10"l Loss
Scrams (from 1000 psig)
Turbine Trip

50,000

80
80
200
LtO

Pressure Excursion to 1250 psig

1

P"ressure Excursion to 1375 psig

1

Hydrostatic Test 1562 psig

3

Hydrostatic Test 1250 psig

130

Core Spray Nozzle Flow

10

CRD Return Water Stoppage & Re-initiation

250

CRD Housing Cooling Flow Stoppage and Reinitiation

50

Sudden Start of Recirculation Loop

10

Back Flow in Recirculation Outlet Nozzle

10

Core Flood Nozzle Flow

10

The General Electric Company purchase specifications for the piping ald the
valves impose the following requirements over and above Code Rules:
1.

Full penetration welds on all attacr.u'TIents and reinforcements.

2.

All inspection, test and fabrication procedures must be submitted
to General Electric for approval.

3.

testin,; of all longi tuclinal and circUl;;ferential

Liquid

welds and tD.e entire SllYfaces of valve

c

4.

Check

5.

Backing rings ,'Ti th their inherent corrosion

s of all fitting materials.

crack are prohibited.
sumable insert

EL.'1d incipient

All circUlilferential joints must use con'.JhicD. result in a smooth imler bore, achieving

the equivalent of a double butt vreld.

6.

to

s on all ,veld

Special bevel and radius
insure highest quality vlelds.

7.
8.

Complete

9.

Socket yIelded

testing of all vreld seams of fabricated

Liquid

I allows 3 f! )

of all vrelds, cast

and valves.

are limited to 2-1/2" and smaller.

(Section

•

10.

F'erri te control of all austei:.i tic stainJess

1].

Control" are establ:i. shed for de see) i 116, clecttling and. heat treatment

"elds and

of pipe, fittings and va1ves.
I

n

c'..

initially and after

13.
·14.

or
on

Pu'1 allowance for

of 811steni tic

piping to reduce the ·weld

stresses.

Heat treatment of austenitic

is

operations.

In

after hot

) all surfaces must be liquid

s.

tested after

15.

ancl . .../21,[e3 is

Heat treat[;lent of cast austc!1.itic

Acceptance standards for

test

are mare restric-

tive than code

16.

All dra,vings and code calculations of austenHic piping and all
valve s must be

17.

rJiquid

by the General Electric
or

In addition, it is General Electric
piping

examination of all bolt
's practice to include the

or

in the seismic analyses of the plant by outside conslutants

whieh have national stccture in this field.
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on page IV-2-2, the

and

As stated in the Plant

in accordance with

casing of the reactor recirculation pULlpS is de
the

of ASME Code Section III Nuclear Vessels Class C, plus

certain additional

s imposed by the General Electric Compac"1Y

purchase specifications.
addi tional

As ,vi th the piping and valves, the intent of these
is to provide assura.l1ce of a pressure containing

component of such quality ivhich is at least equivalent to the reactor vessel.
As with the vessel, and the rest of the primary system, the desig:.n. life is
1+0 years.

The recircu12,tion pumps are
ally

as

, and as such are specific-

from the jurisdiction of 2ny section of the ASME Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code or of the ASA Code for
of the

PliCSSUTE;

Piping.

The Standards

are the only standards which are really appli-

cable; hOI'lever , they are more cogent to the testj ng and performance of the
pump a.l1d

little or no guida.l1ce in the areas of casing

quality and structural
Electric

and the

Therefore, in order to assu:re
that the pUlD.p

su:re container, the General Electric

pres-

of the ASME Boiler and

This Class is used because the

the pressure

pump casings do not

Em

insists that the pU.up designers

utilize the al101,mb1e stresses and fabrication rule
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III Class C.

is

Gerl\~ra.l

s and particularly the

temperature transients that the reactor vessels and certain pi:ping connections

and therefore i t is not necessary to make the cyclic

analysis

by Class A of Section III.

The thermal inertia of the

is so

that the pumps do not ex-per-

ience the rapid thel'1m:tl transients that other portions of the syste7Jl do.
The use of Class C is a conservative

because the allo,,{able stresses

of Class Care 10,,1er than those of Class A.
The General

purchase specifications for pumps impose the
s over and above Code Rules:
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1.

10~ radiography of all pressure containing parts to Class 2

standards and of all yIelds.
2.

Liquid

. .
COnGalnlng
...

3.

testine; of the entire surfaces of the pressure
s 2illd all w"elds .

Submittal for approval of all inspection, test and fabrication
procedures.

4.

Liquid penetrant or magnetic particle examination of all bolting
which join pressure containing parts.

5.

Solution heCit treatment and ferrite control of all pressure containing

6.

Fedl penetration "\<[elds on all attachments 8A'ld reinforcements.

7.

Controls are established for descaling, cleaning and heat treatment of

8.
9.

Heat treatment of c
Acceptance stat1dards for liquid penetrant testing are more restrictive than code requirements.

10.

DravTings and code calculations
Electric

be

by the General

G-2-l
QUESTlm\"

G-2

In view of the
luencc of in-s
ce inspection and testability
on the vessel and pr
system des
, please provide the
inspection and testability criterion for the primary system and
its bases.
In particular, discuss the proposal to limit vessel
hydro-tests during the service life to 80% of design pressure.
AL'lSWER

For cl~rification purposes, the
applicant
ne "incel! as that period in
the life of a nuclear generating unit for which ~n operating
license is obtained, i.e., after construction and before
retirement. Therefore, ine is applicable to the reactor,
the primary system and the unit commencing with t he issuance
date of the operating license and has no bearing upon 'whether
the licen
unit is operating or is not operating.
For further c
te
lity can be
surveillance and (b) in~service

on, in-service inspec on and
ther into (a) in-service

testir~.

(a) 1n-s
ce surveillance can be accomplished
while the unit
ng by the study of operati
records
perfori;';ance of
ti
tests. Cperati
ree
scan
be obtained
instrument ogs or, in the case of the
reactor pre ssure ve ss
material, fro;n T1 survei
e samples Tf
.' of tactual materi s of construction of t he vessel,
strategically placed in t he vessel prior to the start of
operation and removed during outages for physical tests to
provide specified lIin-·servicetY condi t:ion information.
Operatinr; tests can be c
ed out, in many cases, without
int
ing or stoppi
on of the unit.
(b) 1n~service tests may be performed during out
s,
i.e., when the unit is not operating. These tests, made to
demonstrate the pressure i
ity and
tional condition
of the parts of the various systems
11 also demonstrate
these characteristics of
e syste~s a
the unit. For
example, specified \Velds in the recirculatinG Viater, feedwater and steam pipi
syste~s can be uncovered and visually
inspected for ext
cracks or other signs of distress and
v~sual inspection can be auzmented by ultriasonic, dyepenetrant, magnetic particle or gar.l.l'1l3. radiographic examination}
if in the opinion of the inspector, use of these non-destructive
+ •
h ,.
1
th elr
.
me v.ioas
lS Viarran ....;1
veu. ..P umps can ,De run ....".,
vO CdeCK
t eSvlng
pressure integrity and
onal abil y and valves can be
tested
to gain si Iar information
.pressure
.
+.

'-'
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Specifi
dreas of the inner and outer surfaces of the reactor
vessel can be vi
ly i
c t , d ectly or remotely using
optical aids and thi~ visual inspection can be augmented with
one or more of the pr
ously named
structive test
methods if the in ector t nks it is de
The previouslymentioned (under (a) above) tests of the
essure vesse~
material surveillanc e saraples are intend
to supplement and
augment the information
n
by direct
nation of the
ve
and re
e the ne
for direct
on to a minimum"

1.
Inintervals.

c

te

11 be

at specified

Maximmu use 'VIi
be
of the de
ng
ci
s of the organizations
furnishing and installing the parts of the
ous systems
to specify and assist jn the performance of tbe necessary
tests throughout the service life of the unit.
2.

to
operation

1.

In-s
e inspectio and testing will be carried out at
specified intervals to assure safe future operation.
The
devel
nt of records of results from these tests will
provide us with a basis for forecast
the continued s e
operation of the
t.
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2.

The use of the equ rnent manufacture
and i
tallerk,
staff and facilities to
op and perform in-service
inspections
h our engineers ins
es thai l' conti
g
interest in t
service life of the
t as well as
assuring us of ob
the bene ts of the latest
developr::ents in the va ous arts of
actu
g, inspec··
tion, inst
ation, etc. !I C ontributi ne to the e quipment at
our time of pure
se and t
ughout its life.
It will
also be beneficial to the
turers and
tallers
as they will be pro
th information rega
g the
performance of their
nt thro ghout
s operating
life which will help
to design be
ar a
nt for
future units.,

3.

The in-service tests necessary for s
ty assurance, not
only for ourselves, but also for t
various regulatoF.f
agencies will have to be carefully considered during the
design of the units so that neees
a~cess, readily removed
and replaced insulatio
shiel ng
sig ficant numbers of points of in ection can be pro
d.
Further,
piping systems will ha e to be pro ded to
h faci1i
s
for in-service and in some cases operatione1 demonstration
of the pressure and operational integrity ana ab111ty of
selected
s
valYes"

4~

tion of trends in operating
The devel
performanc
is of major
o tanc e for planning purposes. Most of the uni
s are not shelf
items and maintenance a
replac
be carefully
planned for t
futur
to rna in ta in
ava
ity
and as a corrollary, safety.
The same importance,
th safe
ernest, attac
s
to the 1'e cogni tio n of
s davel op ed as a 1'e s ul t of
ce in
etion of the parts of t
systems which
camp
e the unit
pressure
ty~
The exe
design, fabrication,' manufac
erect.ion efforts that
will contribute to the superior
of these
systems must be con nued t
oughout se
of the
unit"

The design of the Dresden 1
of 1000 psi as the nominal operating
state of the nuclear
dictated the
the
sign
essure.
this e
range than
d been c
gave ample room for
exp
ence.
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(cont'd)
When testi
the system after an outage which has
involved removal and replacement of t
vessel head or an
e, it is reaso
to use the
pressure containing c
pressure (1000 psi) as the hydro
c test pressure
ODO'¥'-"
i;;! ... ct v.i
ti~h0ness.
This
use
of
the
operating
to test
o
~
uressure (1000 p ) as a hydro
c te
pressure ~or
..ti~htness, before re
ng t.h e unl. t t 0 s
ce a~+'t er an
ou~
,has been accepted by the State's and the Insurance
comoanies t B ler Insoectors because the 1966 edi on of the
Boiler Safety Act and'Boi r Rules
Regulations of the
3tate of Illinois, Section 7, Part 6,
51 "Hydras
c
Pressure Testsf! under f1Not e t!
s:
~

TlNote:
to
sti
. follows: .
(a)

Hhen hydrostatic test is to be applied
installations, the
ssure shall be as

"For all cases involving
e question
the ..Dressure sha
be
1
the release pressure of the safety
or valves having the lowest: release setting."
ti~htness
o

This is t
vessel hydro-t sts duri
$0%)
de gn pressure.

of the proposal to
c e b.fe to $0% {

250 p

The inspector a
the operator perf6rming a hydrostatic test for tieD
ss duri
the service life of the
ve
are only conc
that the vessel and its Darts do
not leak
i
op
Safety valves are set to relieve
at pressures no lov/er t n t he rnximum worki
pressure
(10$0-1120 psi for Dresden 1) or design pressure. Demonstrating
tightne ss doe s not require rei sing the pressure of the equ
so high that the safety valves operate. Further, a great
deal of damage can be done to the seats of the safety valves
if foreign objects are on the seating surfaces and the val s
are gagged (mec nically re
r.ed) so that t heir seating
surfaces are overly jammed togethe. In the case of nuclear
units, there is an additional feature which makes discharge
of the safety valves undesirable: it is the fact t hat the
safety valves disch
e into the containment and the cleanup after such a di
ge would be very di fficu
and expensive"
Note: Dresden Unit #1 safety valves were tested
and set on a fo
1 fuel boiler at Joliet Station
to avoid discha
ng theD into the containment at
Dresden. At present, they are being tested and set
usi
nit
en in t
test set
out
e the
containment at Dre
The use of the test installation
at Joliet Station is noV! Ii ted to setting blo',.; down
rates on r
rebui
valves. All of this
testing has been
ed out
the aooroval of the
Insurance c
the
e t s Boiler Inspectors.
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QuiSTION

G.

Continued
Provide the de
system.

basi s energ'f re:lloval capability for the shutdo'tln cooling

If the shutdovm cooline: system

ta~'~es

'tlater frem only one recircula-

tion loop as indicated in the draV/ings, provide the basis for this design
change.

The de

basis energy removal capability for the shutdo"m cooling syste.'11

is equivalent to the decay heat being generated in the core at the time the
shutdo"\ffi system is put in operation.

.75 -

.8CP/o

of full reactor pOiver.

This decay heat value is approximately

'1'he system is designed to be capable of
I

removing not only the decay heat generated in the core, but also the sensible heat "rhich is present in the vessel, piping, and the primary fluid.
The shutdo'rm coolinG
units

volume flo'\,[

for the Quad Cities

t the usc of a single suction line of adequate diameter.

is not considered a de
reactors have this

S&'110

, as other General Electric
feature.

This
Vlater
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QUESTION
G.

4.

Discuss the reason for the lower control rod worths specified for this
plant.

It is assumed that the question is concerned with the control rod system

worth entered in the reactivity balance in Table 111-1-1 in the Plant Design
and Analysis Report.

This shovTS a control rod system worth of -.17 llk.

Previous tables, such as the one subrc.i tted for Dresden Unit 3 indicated a
system worth of

-.18 Llk.

Reactivity balances are not u..Ylique representattons of the system because
the reactor conditions assumed can affect the magnitude assigned to each
/lk increment.
balance.

The design process does not use, or result in a reactivity

Ba1a.Ylces are, therefore, only a gui!='le.

l'he change in the system vlOrth is a direct result of the chaY'<ge in the
basic fuel k oo'

Since there has been no physical change in the control

blades, the effect of the system expressed as !:Jk/k, to a first order
approximation, is independent of the basic k oo

'

Thus, if the basic

koo

decreases, the nk due to control Idl1 also decrease to maintain a constant

Ak/k.
It should be noted that the design shutdoi'm margin is u..Ylaffected by this

cha.Ylge.

G-5-1
QU'.t:STION

G.

5.

Discuss the ability of the syste:ils provided for core cooling arid inventory
control to provide protection for the core over the entire spectrum of
primary system bre2.ks up to the design basis brea.":.
ANSvJER

As noted in previous applications of CommoD':Jealth Edison Company for construction perrnits a.Dd facility licenses, the Dresden Units 2 and 3 (AEC
Docket Nos. 50-237 and 50-21.l-9) and the

Cities Station Units 1 and 2

(Ar'SC Docket 50-254) are substantially similar in design.
utilize a single cycle, forced circulation,

Each unit v1ill

water reactor furnished

P.menci'Ylent No. 5 to the Plant Design and

by the General Electric

Analysis Report for Dresden Unit 3 dated August 12, 1966, presents a
description, discussioIl, and analysis of cerLaiIi provisions for emergency

core cooling which are de

to assure adequate core cooling over the

full

of

Those

have also been incorporated into the design of Quad Cities

system loss of coolant accidents.

Station Units 1 and 2 and include the follovring vIith reference to the
appropriate section of the Plant De

and Analysis Report for Quad Cities

Station Units 1 and 2:
Section Referenc in
Unit 1 and 2 Plant Design
Item
High Pressure Coolant Injection

VI-9·0

JJow Pressure Coolant Inj ection System
Core Spray Systems

VI-7.0
VI-6.o

Primary System Relief Valves

IV-3.0

SysteIl1

Emergency Coolant

VI-I0.0

An exception to the above is the provision for use of the isolation condensers in Dresden Units 2 and 3, and the reactor core isolation cooling
in the
ments iVith 1'e

r1~,L..

vll,lCS

Units
1 .

1
..L

and 2.

HOi'Tever, the

to core COOJ.lng are the sai.1e for

vile t"\,"Q

L'

e requiredifferent
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The integrated ability of these syste::ns to protect the core under postulateci
coolant loss conditions has been fully discussed in the aforementioned
illIlenwent No. 5 for Dresden Unit 3.
equally applicable to

Such analyses and discussions are

Cities Station Units 1 and 2.
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G.

6.

Discuss des

provisions to limit leakage of the vessel shroud due to

therraal stresses during core flooding wld thus maintain the integrity of
the "inner vessell!.

Two types of joints connecting the jet pump diffusor to the shroud support
are being considered to insure that ar;y potential leakage is within design
li~mits.

That is, the leakage around the seal will be equal to or less than

3,000 g.p.m. "Then the ".,rater level is at the two-thirds core elevation.
One joint incorporates a welded construction uijilizing a fla.nged stainless
steel insert ,.,relded to the hole in the shroud support.

In the event that

some separation behleen the insert and shroud support '{Quld be initiated
during core flooding, the flange vlould limit the leakage path such that the
total intq:;rated leakage "muld be "li thin desigIl limits.

The connection of

the jet punp to the insert would be at a sufficient distance from the
shroud-insert junction that any deformation of the shroud support plate
would be sufficiently attenuated at

connections to minimize tearing.

The second method of connection being considered incorporates a mechanical
joint allo",'ling relative motion between shroud support
plate and jet punlp
,
with a minirn_Ut"'l of restraint.

One method by which this can be accomplished

is threading the outer diameter of the jet pUEIP and threading t-\dO collars
one above and one below the shroud support plate effectively clamping the
jet pump diffusor to the shroud support plate.
threaded to the shroud support plate.)

(The jet ptnnp "muld not be

In this manner, relative motion

bet"i.,reen collars and shroud support plate can occur without a gross distortion
of the jet pump body.
Both of the above designs can insure that the leakage is "Ii thin design limits
if the core flooding system is activated.
date the preferred design.

The mechanical joint is as of this

Analyses of the static and dynaToic structural

effects of the mechanic:].l joint on the jet punrp asse.rnbly are needed before a
final selection can be made.

G-7-1
QUESTION

G.

7.

Discuss the use of' a sine;le header beneath the suppression pool as a water
sou.rce for several core 3.Jld containment cooling systens.

Are the relia-

bility of the several systems compromised by use of this single header?
"That design criteria and protection are sped fied for this component?
Provide the reference design of the screened intakes to this header 8..11d
discuss the basis for the

nu.~ber

of intakes versus the nu.mber of systems

served.
ANS\-lER

1'he header beneath the suppression pool is considered a logical extension
of the pressure suppression chaJnber a.nd, as such,1 must meet the same design
criteria, surveillance, and testing as the primary contaiTh'1lent.

(See

Section V-l.O).
The suction piping is constructed of heav,}-"'imlled pipe firmly supported
from the 10iver portion of the suppression chalnber at fifteen pod tiOles
around the circ1JInference.

Maximum protection of the suction

is afforded

by its physical location; i.e., adjacent to the suppression chamber in a room
containing no high pressure piping or mechanical equipment.
A single header design 'with three penetrations to the suppression chamber
was chosen to provide selection flexibility of specific equipment suction
points.

It is considered that the reliability of each connected cooling

system is not compromised by this arrangement in that the suction header is
strong, located in a highly protected area, and subjected to the same de
inspection, and pe:riodic testing as the adjacent suppression chamber.
Three intakes, 120 0 apart, are provided in the header.
strainers located on each intake are
greater than li8 inch dialEeter.

desi&~ed

Stainless steel

to screen out particles

Each of the three int.akes will be de

to hEL'1dle the total suction requirements of the

10',[

pressure coolant injec-

tion system and one core spray system at a total maximum entrance head loss
across the screen of one foot of water.
of the header
cooling

The total de

suction capacity

is over tv;ice the total floy[ demand fro::: the connected

H-l-l
Qtr£STION

H.

Accident

1.

P['ovide an

s
is of the consequE':nces of violation of the secondary con-

tain:nent by tornadic action as a flllction of time after the design basis
accident.
ANSlilER

Based upon data

to variation in tornado

locations in the United S

ed

Commerce - Heather Bureau, it i

the U.S.

ie

of

recurrence

estimated that the

ties site is of the order of

interval for a tornado striki

500-700

in

of occurrence of a

This 1mV'

natural

I

~,.'ith

the

of a postulated

mechanical failure of a recirculation

in the

, results in an

insignificant probabiU ty of shmltaneous occurrence of both events at
the same

at the

time.

H01!7ever. the

has as

to strike the reae

build

that such an event occurs.

it has been calculated that

result to the
of the build

ural steel

for rnlt

I-6-11
sur:~nartzes

0

the

10

and

ineffective for

Several des
the effect

basis
of

accident cons

the Plant Des

is for Ouad-Cities

irnum offsite doses from postulated accidents.

basis accidents these daGes, re.present

exposures, range from 3.6 x 10
-It

or to

tulated as a means of evaluat

Table 1-6-1,
For the des

Thus the reactor build

elevated release.

the en;;;

Units 1 and 2

fail.

'!,vQuld be

fission

It is

ive reinforced concrete walls

floor would
syst

would

torn away from the struct-

of the build

belcm the

acctdents

floor.

the

that the s

If a tornado were

-4

to 3.0 x 10

-3

maximum off-s:f.te

rems thyroid and from 8.6 x

-?

to 8.3 x 10 - rerns '¥lhole

Based on calculations perfolwed for Dresd
reactor

,Ouad~Cities,

• the effect of the stack and the s

and other sirrilar

gas treatment

H-1-2
is to reduce the thyroid dose by a factor of about

Similar

the Stack reduces whole body dose by a factor of about 10 under postu12.t£d

accident conditions.

Thus for the accident case cited above the whole

body dose for the worst case accident would be increased to
0.8 rem, and the thyroid dose would be increased to

These values are still
line values of 10 CFR 100.

tely a factor of 30 to 50

6 rem.
the

H-2-l
QUESTION
(Continue~1

H.

Accident Analysis

2.

What is the maxim1.L'1l permissible radioisotope inventory in the waste storage
tanks?

Describe the environmental consequences of failure of the closure

valves to the stack and the

enviror~lental

consequences of a

ta~~ lea~,

resulting in a ground level release.
ANSI'lER

The total capacity of the waste storage tanks is 130,000 gallons and the
maximum concentration is 10- 3 fC/ml.

Therefore, the maximum radioisotope

inventory, assuming that all the tanks are full at the same time, would be
about 4.9 x,IO-l curies.
I

The question of the mobility of the stored vTastes is discussed on page
VII- Lf-4, as revised on August 18, 1966, of the Quad Cities Station Plant
Design analysis.

If a leak were to occur in a tank outside the building,

the liquid would be confined to the area of the tank by a retention curb.
A drain leads from the retention pad to the discharge canal vlhich is provided with a continuous vTater sampler.

If that were to happen, the concen-

tration of wastes in the carlal would be less than 10 -7 )1C / mI.
The vents on all the storage tanks are not fitted vlith closure valves but
have breather pipes which are equipped with high efficie'lcy filters.

H-3-l

QUESTIm~

~~alysi2-(Continued)

H.

Accident

3.

Please provide an analysis of the physical consequences of a refueling
accident wherein a fuel bundle is dropped into a just-critical array.
We believe that an analysis of the potential effects on the secondary
containment should be considered (not withstanding the small probability
of the accident) because of the magnitude of the consequences if the
contairunent were violated.
ANSI-IER

This hypothetical accident has been analyzed using the basic excursion
analysis models developed at APED 1.
The neutron kinetics rHodel indicates that the peak fuel enthalpy at the·
termination of the prompt povver burst is approximately 400 calories per
gram.

This model also calculates that approximately 450 kg of fuel has

enthalpies above 170 calories per gran"

For this fuel, approximately

260,000 BTU D1USt be transferred to the water to subcool the fuel to 100
calories per gram belovl the melting point.

The rate at which energy is

transferred to the water as a function of time was calculated using the
fuel failure model and a characteristic thermal time constant for finely
dispersed fuel.
A thermodynamic-hydrodynamic analytical model was then used to calculate the
steam generation &

water expulsion assuming that the energy released by the

dispersed fuel was transferred uniformly into the water contained in the cell
associated with the failed fuel pin.

1.

"Nuclear Excursion Technology", H. A. Brarmner, R. J. Mc wnorter,
J. E. \.Jood> Seminar to members of Licensing and Regulatory Staff and
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, June 11, 1965.

H-3-2
Figure 1 shows .the resultant water spillage follo\ving the nuclear
excursion.

The maximum surface velocity of the water in the reactor

well is approximately 16 feet per second.

This produces a water

spillage rate of approximately 20,000 cubic feet per second,
At the termination of the hydrodynamic disturbance, approximately
3000 to 5000 cubic feet of steam at 40 to 60 psia will be in the core
of the reactor.
condense

It is anticipated that the bulk of this steam will

as it diffuses through the 40 to 50 foot water column

remaining in the vessel and reactor well.

Based on this analysis, no structural damage to the vessel or refueling
building is expected to occur.
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H-lt·-l
QUE S'I'ION
H.

Accident

4.

Justify the identification of the height of the stea'1l cloud after a stea'1l
line brea.l<: with the BNL data Hhich were for small explosions.

What energy

dissipation effects of the turbine building have been taken into account?
ANSvJER

A copy of the BNL explosion test program or data resulting from such a
program as referenced in the question is currently unfaruiliar to the applicant.

Until such data relating to small explosions have been obtained and

analyzed, no comparison

caD

be made of steam clouds and explosion products.

A previous discussion of the ability of a stemn cloud to rise subsequent to
release from the turbine building is contained in the Dresden Unit 2 (AEC
Docket 50.237) Nant D@sign and .1I.nalysis Report, !\mendrnent No. 2, page

111-4-2, question 111-4-c.

In these evaluations, no credit has been taken

for energy dissipation by or in the turbine building, or for plateout or
washout of halogen in the turbine building.

H-5-1
QUESTION
Ana~ysis

H.

Accident

5.

Discuss the

(Continued)

ulti~~te

capability of the reactor vessel to retain

portions of the core ,,,hich are released to the Im"er plenum as a result
of partial ineffectiveness of the spray system.

Could this quantity

be increased significantly if the sacrificial shield were flooded,
allowing heat transfer from the control rod drive thimbles?

y,TIat

amount of the core, including D02' could react before the containment
reached its design pressure?

Even though the design basis requires the provision of engineered
guards with both redundancy in equipment and

~echnique

safe~

for emergency

cooling so as to preclude situations of partial ineffectiveness of
emergency cooling for loss of coolant situations, evaluations of the
primary system behavior in the more degraded partial effective safe-guard condition were made.
In att

to determine the tolerable percent core meltdown for a

particular set of conditions, the follo"ling are the more important
parameters which must be considered:

Area onto which the melt would

fall; thickness of melt, conductivity of melt; a11m-lable vessel structure
temperature; fraction of fission products remaining in the melted fuel;
and the time after scram from an assumed full power operation.
Because of the difficulty of establishing a realistic mathematical model
and lack of appropriate phenomenological information on which to base
such a model, any estimate must necessarily remain speculative and highly
qualified.

The model examined is as follm'l's:

The molten core portion

consisting of a mixture of U0

particles, zircaloy and stainless steel,
2
falls to the bottom of the vessel into water at a temperature of 250°F.

The bottom of the vessel is insulated,prec1uding effective vessel cool
Heat is removed by conduction through the melt and through the surface
film boiling coefficient under quasi-steady state conditions.

·
H-5-2
For this model and the stated assumptions, the interrelationship between percent of core melt and the volume of melt at the bottom of the
vessel can be established.

If no heat is transferred through the vl'sscl

structure on which the melt falls and if film boiling is always present
on top of the melt (as will be the case for tile heat fluxes of interest)
a temperature drop across the thickness of the melt and the vessel wall
temperature can be determined as a function of the melt power density.
The power density in the melt is a function of the fraction of fission
products remaining in the melt, and the time after scram.

Thus, all the

pertinent variables can be related in a manner to obtain a solution
over a range of the possible values of the variables and the physical
propertie~

of the melt.

The amount of fission products remaining in the melt was estimated to be
I

,

in the range of 50 to 80% and an effective melt conductivity was estimated to be between 2 and 6 BTU? Hr ft. for the Zircaloy, stainless
o
steel, U0 , mix. An allowable vessel wall temperature of 1200 F was
2
selected as a reasonable limit. A time after scram between 1 and 4
)ours was considered appropriate for a partially effective core cooling
case.

Throughout the range of variables, it was

de~ermined

that the probable

range of in-vessel melt retention capability would be between 5% and
15% of the total core inventory.

Since the reactor vessels are well insulated,

iw~ersion

in water does not

have significant effect on the heat loses out of the vessel.

Heat would

have to flow by conduction through the vessel wall and then through the
reactor vessel insulation or to the control rod thimbles and then to
the water surrounding them.

Since the thimbles are occupied by con-

centric cylinders with water spaces between them and because the portion
of the core resting on the vessel must be below melting temperatures if
vessel integrity is to be maintained, most of the fin effect will be due
to the outside cylinder of the thimble.

H-5-3

The thimbles represent about 18% of the area under the head.

Thus,

even if their fin efficiency were as high as 200%, the net effective
heat transfer area added to the vessel would only be (1-.18) + (.18x2)=
1.18, or 18% increase in area.

This would be equivalent, then, to having

roughly 20% of the bottom head exposed to the heat sink and the other
80% insulated.

If this heat transfer process through the bottom head

by fin effectiveness were as efficient as the heat transfer occurring
out of the top surface of the melt, the amount of core melt that
could be tolerated without vessel failure would be increased by only 20%.
A chemical reaction of U0 -H 0 can occur under ideal conditions, but the
2 2
kinetics of the reaction are relatively slow in the temperature range
l
of interest. Markowitz has examined the possibility of a U0 -H 0 reaction
2 2
and recognized that the oxidation of U0 by wflter was thermodynamically
2
reverslble and that 002 could be reduced to 002 if hydrogen were
+:tt

present.

He concluded that "-_·---\>1hile oxidation of U0

Cf:n proceed
2
in an atmosphere of pure steam----a trace of. hydrogen inhibits the

reaction; a partial pressure ratio of hydrogen to steam as low as 10-

3

can make the mixture reducing-----", that is, as little as 0.1% of
hydrogen in the steam will suppress the reaction completely.

\

Essentially,

the same conclusion was also reached by investigations at the Argonne
2
National Laboratory.
However, even if the reaction were to occur, the
maximum amount of hydrogen associated with the complete reaction of U0

2
to the end point oxidation state (U0 . ) amounts to only an 8% increase
2 l7
of that associated with the zircaloy-water reaction for any given portion
of the core.

Conservatively assuming that the energy release is the same

for both) the containment capability3 curves ,>.;rould shift dmmh'ard approximately 8% of the value sho,m.

For an upper limit case involving a

hydrogen release of two hour duration, the containment capability would
drop only from 65% to 60%.
1.

Harko'.Vitz, J.H., "Internal Zirconium Hydride Formation in Zircaloy
. Fuel Element Cladding Under Irradiation." Report fIHAPD-1r!-3Sl, Bettis
Atomic Power Laboratory, May, 1963. pp. 26

2.

Adams, R.N., Giassner, H., Reactor Development Progress Report, Al~L-7ll5
October, 1965, pp. 81-83

3.

Figure 108, Quad-Cities Plant Design Analysis, Volume II

H-6-1
QUESTION
(Continue~)

H.

Accident Analysis

6.

To what level could the containment be flooded before design pressure was
reached due to compression of non-condensibles after a 25% metal-water
reaction?

ANSWER
The design basis for the Quad-Cities Units I and 2 emergency core cooling systems
is to prevent fuel clad melting for the postulated loss-of-coolant accident.

This

is accomplished by means of-several engineered safeguards features with specific
performance characteristics to achieve the design function over a complete spectrum
of postulated break sizes.
systems, the

10\.]

These engineered safeguards include the two core spray

pressure coolant inj ection sys tern, the high pressure coolant
t

injection system, automatic relief valve actuation, coolant water availability
and emergency electrical power.
The results of calculations and experimental work' provide a basis for the firul
conclusion that fuel cladding can be maintained below melt temperatures with the
above emergency core cooling systems, and that the extent of metal-water reaction
under accident conditions would be approximately 0.5%.

As noted on page VI-6-2

of the Plant Analysis Report for Quad-CHies Units 1 and 2, this metal-",ater
reaction would result in a hydrogen concentration in the primary containment
of approximately 2.5%, and would provide

~

minor contribution to containment

pressurization.
A25%

metal~water

reaction is not considered as the design basis for the contain-

ment because of the core cooling systems provided for this station as noted above.
Hm/lever, if it is postulated that an amount of hydrogen equivalent to a 25% metalwater reaction were introduced in the contaimr,ent, the drywell could be flooded
to within about 10 feet of the bottom of the reactor vessel as sho,,'l1 in Figure H-6-1
This assumes isothermal compression because the time required to compress the gases
is sufficiently long that most of the heat of compression will be dissipated. The
water temperature will be approximately 100°F.
vessel heat

Neither decay heat nor stored

significantly affects the water temperature.

At this water elevation,

the stresses at the bottom of the suppression chamber would reach the design
pressure of 62 psig.
In the absence of hydrogen, consistent with the core cooling systems provided, the

H-6-2

containment can be flooded to about five feet above the bottom of the reactor
vessel.
If the contain'1lent non-condensibles were released in a controlled manner, the
water level in the dry-.vell could be raised to flood the reactor core without
exceeding yield point stresses.

Hydrostatic loading is recognized as being a

different type of load than a simple gas pressure loading and this is considered
in the design specifications for the containment.

\
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H-7-1

Ana1:.Y~is

H.

Accident

(Continued)

7.

Discuss the magnitude of nuclear excursions which might: (a) impair

the effectiveness of core quenching systems either by movement of the
core or damage to piping or shroud or (b) cause vessel rupture.

Could

the excursion which caused damage to the vessel internals result in a
loss of primary

system integrity?
ANSWER

It should be understood that a preventative design approach is taken with

respect to nuclear excursions.

A limitation has been placed upon the
I

amount of excess reactivity and the rate at which it can be added to the
_______________--'c....o'-'-r~e_1,~r~atJt_lhl'e""-r'------~th!!<:lad!n'----"d"-"e::j:.s2."ihlg~n'-'-l""-·nli¥g.-----btc!,o'----'ce.\O.L!ncLt~aa.J..jn~.aa~s4plle"-'c.c...1L.·fL.J...iLC----lJUCUllLLCC-l'--,p::.c8:.Lrl.--t:.ex.;u.:.c1-ul.kt..;S>-Jiu.oJ-lnch---Thus, sufficient safety barriers

(~ousingsupports,

rod worth minimizer,

velocity limiters, plus operator procedures) have been provided to
preclude an excursion of such magnitude that could cause serious mechanical damage.

Hmvever, these considerations have been in the interest

of defining specific functions, i.e., the spectrum of excursions,
and pressures, and probability of mechanical failures.

energies,~

Specific contain-

ment design bases and concepts for these exercises have not been set for
this type of accident.
With this in mind, the following values have been established:
Given a 2.5% ok rod at hot standby and withdrawal velocity of 5 feet/
second, the resulting excursion yields an energy release of 4000 }W-S,
and a peak fuel enthalpy of 220 cal/gm and only minor fuel damage.

As

previously reported * , the resulting pressure rise across those reactor
internals critical to the core cooling systems was only a few psi.
Therefore, the core cooling systems would remain unimpaired.
If a higher reactivity addition rate was considered possible, the energy
release would approach 7600 :r-n\f-S, with a peak fuel enthalpy of 340 cal/gm
and probably a significant pressure rise.

The behavior of the coolant

(transient heat transfer, vaporization, pressure pulses, water slugs)
in this transitional range is not well knol-.'11 and would require additional
analytical and experimental work. A small amount of the fuel may be damaged
~Plant Design and Analysis Report, Dresden Units, Amendment 5

H-7-2

and some dispersed, however, not resulting in prompt dispersal or a fine
fragmentation.
}~-S

The rate of pressure rise is more rapid than in the 4000

excursion, but not in the realm of a pressure pulse or water slug.

The pressure rise for this postulated condition cannot be accurately
calculated using presently available models.

Some internal structures

may be damaged if significant fuel dispersal were to occur, however,
the primary system remains intact.
However, with no primary system damage, supplementary core cooling is
not required to limit further core damage.

The LPCI and HPCI systems

remain capable of injecting water into the primary system in addition
to a core spray operating capability.
If, for example the heat produced from the latter excursion were to be
transmitted to the water through the fuel time constant, i.e., insignificant
dispersal) calculatlons lndlcate that the peak transient pressures
occurring across any of the structural components are under 15 psi, more
than a factor of ten under the lm'lest capabi'lity of the internal
structures.

(Table II 3.2-1). *

An excursion producing an energy release of 21,000

}~-S

and a peak fuel

enthalpy of 470 cal/gm would result in a prompt dispersal of a small
amount of finely divided fragmented fuel, ,producing an undetermined
but high pressure transient rate and probable damage to the internal
structures and pGssible the primary system as well.

The maximum pressure

rise rate, determined by the peak fuel enthalpy in this excursion range,
is not dependent on total energy release.

However, severe vessel move-

ment is not probable in view of the large forces required (Figure II 3.3.8),
Hence, it is probable, since the piping may remain intact, that the core
cooling systems retain significant capability to cool the core.
Additional analyses in this area is being performed.
advised of any significant conclusions.

The staff will be

H-8-l

QUESTION
H.

.-\ccident A>"lal;:/sis

(Continued)

Ci.

If one class of instrwnents (such a': Lvel detectors) did not function
during an inte:nacdiate sizea
systems be delayeu.?

brea'~,

could the initiation of loVi pressure

\wat assurance is there that vital instru.711en-:;s Vlill

i-rork on diesel pO\ler?

ANSWER
It is improbable that instruments that are a part of the reactor protection
system would not function as required since such instruments must comply with
the design basis for that system.

However, as presented in Arnendment No.

5

of the Dresden Unit 3 Plant Desi@1 and Analysis Report, Table 11.3.9-1
,

Intermediate Breaks, the time delay for initiakion of the low pressure
systems is a function of the break area.

To summarize herein, the follow-

ing are the delay times:

--~----------------------------~--

Break Area - ft

Adm tional Time to
Uncover Core, Minutes

2

0.03

30

0.06

20

0.15

6

The actual sensing of low-low level is a prerequisite to initiation of the
core and containment spray systems.

Thus, if ali level switches are assumed

to fail in the "normal II condition, then
spray action.

However,

ma~ual

lOVl

pressure alone could not initiate

operation would not be affected, and could be

used to actuate the systems.
The only instru.ments associated with the initiation of the core and containment spray systems are relays which inherently have a very broad voltage and
frequency tolerance.

Tne sensing devices are direct acting mechanical de-

vices, thus no povler supply sensitive equipment is involved.

Furthermore,

i t is most probable that the relays involved will be powered from the

station, battery rather than the emergency diesel power.

